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Judge
District Court:

Civil Case:

I am righting you as among other things I did receive three speeding tickets in Utah in a week's
period. If you remember, the office staff was unable to bring it up on the web or the computer. I thank
the park city court for seeing me and not allowing a snafu to turn into a warrant. Let me also say, that I
am 44 and I off all people realize that I cannot go back or undue history, but I wish to move forward. I
have reason to believe, that over the years, my family and especially me may have been the victim of
electronic surveillance such as wire taps on land and cell phone's, especially 65 Easton Lane Moreland
Hills Ohio. Email, cell phone location, credit card and physical surveillance. I have made several
inquiries, and the evasiveness and failure to respond from such high level people as governors and
senators indicates that there is credibility to these claims. I am aware that this could be anyone from a
neighbor who has my email password, to someone somewhere on a law enforcement or government
payroll who is out of line, to foreign government screwing around on a large scale. I have no idea. It is
what it is. The improper use off this information, as well as improper orders buy people seen as senior
to me in my place off work, business or schools has done me harm. I'm 44, know very few people, and
am not with anyone at the moment. I was with JP Morgan for 7 years. It was clear that my immediate
supervisors didn't want me socializing with people in the office, and I believe that women in new York
were told not to see me as it might affect their position with the firm. Rumors were also spread
around the office that I did not have a college degree, which is not true. There has been a long history
off this behavior surrounding me. If you need more information, I would be happy to elaborate. I
believe that you will find special files documenting this.
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I am not as much interested in know what did this, but how to move forward. I believe that each off the
organization that this happened in is liable civilly for allowing this to happen. JP Morgan, Google,
Verizon, Facebook, and Microsoft are all very large publically traded companies. It would be very easy
for them to issue stock/options in an adult sum 200-300mill without a diluting the float. Also, I believe
that the state of Montana, Gallatin County, Bozeman Deconies hospital, state off ohio, Cuyahoga
county are also liable.
Could you also please investigate my exact legal state. I was born in Ohio, I believe I may have been
upgraded to employee off an intelligence agency, possible NSA for legal purposes. My understanding is
that it is illegal to release names or pictures off these people publicly. If this has been done, could
someone brief me any other rights/issues that are involved with this. Can I also claim diplomatic
immunity?

Can someone explain the intricacies off this if this status has been granted.

For the purposes of health care claim veteran benefits. I have been milked several times, the long term
effects are unknown. Could someone point me to a DR that would be able to asses this.
There have been big, casually dressed people staked out at my big sky post office when I returned from
a vacation, possibly from the result off obtaining my travel itinerary. I don't think he was sure I was the
person he was looking for, I was not driving my convertible. I realize that this could happen again in the
future. Can you let me know If and how I can identify myself as active duty military, or law enforcement
for the purposes of carrying a concealed weapon. I would like to avoid confrontation or charges from
police, but under the circumstances, it might be nice to be able to carry concealed if I thought
something might happen.
Also, it would be nice to have some kind off number to someone in government, that could help with
special security problems, and provide information off where to locate in the USA. I like to ski, but if say
Wyoming or Colorado would be a better place to be under the circumstances rather than Park City, it
would be helpful to know this.
I realize that I'm 44, and events might catch up with me at a later date. If my health returns, I might at
some point be interested in working again, possibly for a government agency. If nothing else than to get
away from waitresses and lift operators.
Please let me bring to your attention I have submitted two complaint to the Montana Medical review
board. They allegedly reviewed them, behind my back and came to some ruling without me even
behind allowed to hear who or what was presented to the panel. The transcripts of the hearings have
been destroyed, fabricated or not reviewable buy me or an independent court. I noticed that the
Gallatin county sheriff and the CEO of Bozeman Hospital retired around the times offthese hearings. I
wonder if there is any connection to these events. I get a stone wall. I have also made several
complaints to local laws enforcements about vandalizimin etc that occurred on my property. The officer
has repeatedly refused to get back to me. And had refused to respond as what steps have been taken to
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investigate or put a stop to this. He has simply done nothing. I have complained to the undersheriff
about this. He simply does not respond in any detail.
Some one opened a face book account in my name. My address book was mined. I did try to report this
and several other computer related crimes to local Vegas police. My credit cards were used fragelently
and canceled 4-5 times ete. These all went investigated. I have received packages and emails that
were obviously fictitious. They were obvious lures to receive my name and address.
stopped.

These have finally

I have also been surrounded buy many older people, such as lawyers, and a retired doctor I

met in Rotary. I have been sleared publicly and accused of being a Madof without ever being accused
off a crime or a day court. I have also been told informally that I should not use my property bye this
smartas retired doctor. It is my belief that some people have made statements to some type off law
enforcement entity which have done me harm. I believe that they are factless. If you could assist in
finding them, it would be further basis for the suite. I would be happy to provide further details. I have
approached the local Agencies, such as Montana State attorney general office, Governor's office,
Galatian county sheriff. They have simply refused to respond and I have never gotten buy there
secretaries. I am not sure why this is. I have no criminal record worse than traffic tickets. If they have
penciled something in, or presented a different Pearson records to justify this, this would provide
further marret for a suite.

People especially refuse to schedule appointments and respond when I use

email. This would be an easy question to ask Google and Microsoft.
Could you point me in the right direction to answer these question?
I'm currently in de. I would be happy to be available to anyone hear, in Utah, either on the phone or in
person. I do have some savings, but will shortly run out. I believe that this is the hope off many people.

Judge. At this point, I believe local DC law enforcement would like a court order to be compelled to
investigate. I am available, I do have some money for my own counsel, and would be happy to provide
any more detail or direction on where to look for records or on how to proceed.

I would like to note, that all Jobs interviews have vaporized as if there were something derogatory or as
if someone has told people that I am the subject off an on going investigation. I am aware of nothing. I
have been sent a letter from a lawyer on a minor issue to one off my email that came back returned to
sender because it was addressed to a physically different address. The lawyer refused to tell me where
she got the email from. I have continually been put next to a single older person, in plain close that is
my friend. If he is fishing or made statement based on his title as DR or Rotary member to any official
agency, like judges, fbi, police etc. I would like to know about this. I have not been formally approached
or served. This has caused me great harm. I have went several years without a pay check. I believe that
this was there intention. I have been denied access to local law enforcement, and medical treatment. I
would like to know what court order did this, who obtained this. And if possible be compensated for
their statement. I might think off pulling rotaries charitable operating license. I have been repeatedly
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asked to go on social outings an then pumped for details about my business and experiences working on
wall street in a social and plain close environment. The local authorities have done nothing to stop this
or compensate me for this damage.

Thank You for your assistance.
David Braun
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